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THE ANGEL & THE 
BROWN-EYED BOY 

A FUTURE WORLD ONLY HEARTBEATS 
FROM OUR OWN 	  

CALIFORNIA  - The Angel & the Brown-eyed Boy is Sandy Nathan’s new science fiction/fantasy 

novel. Of the special genre of books and films that include 1984, A Brave New World, Brazil, and 

The Prisoner Series, The Angel takes the reader to a dark future world that’s not so different from 

our own. In the late 22nd century, people are continually watched, disappearing off the streets and 

from their homes. A shadowy but all-powerful government calls the shots; war rages while the 

authorities proclaim the Great Peace.   

All is not bad in this fictional realm, for the angelic extraterrestrial, Eliana, appears on the streets on 

New York City on a mission to save her planet.  As radiant and pure as the world around her is 

tarnished, Eliana must find the Golden Boy. He turns out to be Jeremy Edgarton, a tech genius in a 

world where technology is outlawed, a revolutionary, and the FBI’s most wanted. They find 

themselves caught up in an explosive adventure when Jeremy decodes new transmissions and 

discovers that a nuclear holocaust will take place the next morning.  

The themes of The Angel read like pure sci-fi, but author Sandy Nathan explains, “I’m a former 

economist. While the love story between Jeremy and Eliana enchants, the back-story––the hideous 

world around them––is the product of my economist’s mind interacting with current events. We’re 

in the worst economic melt-down since the 1930’s, with no end in sight. Some events in The Angel 

are based directly upon history. For instance, Germany’s economic distress during the Great 

Depression is one factor contributing to the rise of Adolf Hitler. Could a totalitarian government 

arise from our current conditions? The Angel’s world is just a heartbeat from our own. I want to 

entertain my readers and challenge  them to discover solutions.” 

A good book elicits an emotional response while being read; Nathan's book haunts the reader long 
after the final page is turned.  In Angel & the Brown-Eyed Boy two dying worlds fight for survival, 
their futures dependent on a revolutionary and an angelic otherworldly dancer.  Todd A. Fonseca, 
award-winning author of The Time Cavern 

The Angel and the Brown-eyed Boy is the most engaging story of an intergalactic traveler and an 
angry young man, both of whom have surprising hidden aspects that are not fully revealed until the 
very end of this enticing saga.  If you like science fiction, you’re going to love The Angel & the 
Brown-eyed Boy!  Ilene Dillon MSW, host Full Power Living 
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